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. ipa lightning 2019 wo-za. . Pov, lo 1. Mar 25, 2012 · Reply · #11 · 크게 관심을 보였습니다. 13C spin-polarization in the UV domain: a reliable probe for carbonaceous compounds in the interstellar medium. The observation of carbonaceous species in interstellar space is of great interest. The IR spectral band at 3.3 microm has provided us with two types of possible
interstellar species, i.e. simple linear C-C (or C-H) bonds and C(sp(3))-O bonds, which carry a small amount of the (13)C isotope. Here, we propose a new channel to observe (13)C in interstellar space, i.e. the (13)C chemical shift of the UV region. The (13)C chemical shift due to a linear C-H (or C-D) bond, which is split into several peaks due to the influence of
various spin-rotation coupling, is on the order of 20 ppm relative to molecular hydrogen. Here we show that this effect can be used as a reliable probe of carbonaceous molecules in interstellar space. Also, a new method of measuring the polarization of the UV region for various (13)C isotopes is proposed.Conflict With Santa Claus My son and his friend are going
to school for the holidays. It’s a big deal because they’re heading away from home. The children are awed by Santa. They’ve been participating in his Business of Christmas program, so they’re familiar with his personality. But there are still many facts, or what I call myths, about Santa Claus that I pass on. Myth #1: Santa doesn’t know who’s been naughty and nice

Facts #1: Santa knows. Facts #2: He’s been watching. Myth #2: Santa doesn’t keep track of who really listens and who doesn’t listen. Facts #1: Santa keeps track Myth #3: Santa doesn’t remember each child. Facts #1: Santa remembers every child. Myth #4: Santa doesn’t deliver presents to children who aren’t good.
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